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At This Massachusetts Art Museum, Some Forgeries Are 
Faker Than Others (But Better Not Trust Your Eyes) 
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In 1967, the aristocratic Hungarian art collector 
Elmyr de Hory told his neighbor a secret. All the 
modern masters on the walls of his Ibiza mansion 
were fakes; he was the real painter. Others that 
he’d made, including artwork attributed to Henri 
Matisse and Pablo Picasso, had been sold to 
museums around the world. He’d lost his family 
fortune with the Second World War. Forgery was 
how de Hory made his living. For his neighbor, a 
struggling novelist named Clifford Irving, the tale 
was irresistible. With de Hory’s collaboration, he 
wrote a scandalous book. Fake! made de Hory a 
celebrity, the subject of countless news articles 
and Orson Welles’ final film. It also launched a 
second career for both men: Irving became a 
forger, faking Howard Hughes’ autobiography, 
and de Hory became an artist under his own  

 

Elmyr de Hory (Hungary, 1906-1976), Odalisque, 1974, oil on 
canvas, in the style of Henri Matisse (French, 1869-1954). 
Collection of Mark Forgy. Photo by Robert Fogt. 

name, selling work in the style of Matisse and Picasso, but signed Elmyr. The story repeats three 
decades later (albeit without the Clifford Irving character) when a convicted British art forger named 
John Myatt began making fakes of his fakes (in the styles of Claude Monet and Vincent van Gogh) 
under his own signature. Similar strategies have been followed by numerous other confessed forgers 
including the Englishman Eric Hebborn. Which may provoke you to ask: What are authentic works in 
the style of fakes worth as art? An important exhibition of art forgeries curated by Colette Loll, currently 
at the D’Amour Museum of Fine Arts, naturally provokes this question. Intent to Deceive includes the 
forgeries of some of these great fakers together with works painted as their own. Comparisons are 
revealing. As a matter of visual impact, both categories are approximately equivalent. De Hory’s 
Picassos and Myatt’s Monets remain aesthetically consistent before and after these men confessed. 
Creative permutations on the artists’ signature style, the paintings serve the beneficial role – as I 
argued in my book Forged – of posthumously increasing Picasso and Monet’s output. (Perhaps 
Picasso didn’t need it.) 
 
On the other hand, there is a profound conceptual difference between paintings made before and after 
the forgers confessed. The fraudulent fakes of these forgers were remarkably subversive, exploiting 
the unjustified assumptions of the society in which they were operating (such as the infallibility of 
institutional authority). When the forgeries were discovered to be fake, those unjustified assumptions 
were called into question. The most important function of art in our time – as a psychological and social 
provocation – was spectacularly served by these counterfeits. Lacking the context of fraudulence, the 
later works of Myatt, Hebborn and de Hory are conceptually flat. 
 
But never trust a master faker. Though John Myatt appears to have gone completely straight, Eric 
Hebborn managed to confound the art world even more totally after he started selling Hebborns in the 
’80s, because they advertised his consummate skill as rumors arose that he was still faking. And de 
Hory? Don’t believe the bit about his aristocratic heritage. His true life story is still getting sorted out, 
and there are rumors that a factory in China has been faking signed Elmyrs. 


